UPGRADE
Upgrading your E-Business Suite solution
to Oracle Fusion Applications is a major
business decision, steeped in irony.
By
their very nature Oracle’s Cloud Applications
promote the adoption of constant innovation
in small, digestible amounts, and yet the
upgrade projects are typically lengthy and
disruptive. Many companies do not have the
appetite or capacity for such a major business
transformation and consequently put off
these large upgrade projects for as long
as possible. Thus, they miss the out on the
virtuous cycle of business improvement that
Oracle Fusion Applications deliver.
Upgrade from Rapid4Cloud, a module of
our SaaS Intelligent Cloud Automation Suite,
dramatically reduces the time, cost, risk and
disruption of these projects. Upgrade will
analyse your legacy EBS configuration, map
that to the Fusion Application functionality and
automatically configure your Fusion solution –
whilst giving you the opportunity to change
processes if you so wish. It provides a series
of reports to you outlining where the solutions
don’t match i.e. you have made modifications
to E-Business Suite, Fusion functionality is
different etc. This then becomes the focal
point of the project.
With Upgrade from Rapid4Cloud, you can
dramatically reduce the time and effort
required to move from E-Business Suite to
Oracle Fusion Applications.

KEY FEATURES

Quickly configure a new
Cloud instance using a
simple questionnaire

Use EBS setups and data
as a template to create
new Cloud instance

Create a master
template and
automatically
roll out to
another
country or
business unit

Automatically copy your Setup,
Master and Transaction data
between environments
- DEV, TEST, PROD

Generate
industry standard
BR100 reports,
export in
multiple formats
and compare

Ad-hoc changes, changes
by module, loading large
data volumes

BENEFITS
✔ Massively reduce time-to-benefit of upgrading from EBS to
Fusion
✔ Cut costs, save time, focus on the processes that make your
business unique

Automatically map EBS to Fusion
Applications
8 detailed reports on the similarities
and differences between your EBS
solution and Fusion
RPA emulates human input, thereby
respecting Oracle’s security and data
validation capabilities
Setup, Master and Transaction data
can all be managed with the same
tool
True SaaS solution – no software to
install, no implementation cost

✔ Big “T” or small ”t” – you control what sort of transformation you
want

INTELLIGENT CLOUD AUTOMATION
Designed for both new and existing users of Oracle Cloud
Applications, R4C saves time and improves data quality whilst
freeing up resources to focus on high value add activities. With
Artificial Intelligence and Robotic Process Automation technologies
at its core, R4C is a software suite designed to automate and
accelerate the many repetitive manual processes involved in
implementing and maintaining Oracle Cloud Applications. This is
what makes the R4C solution key to maximising the benefits of
the Oracle Cloud.

Making it easier to implement and run Oracle Cloud Applications
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